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Nurse

Patient

Surgeon

Anathesiologist

Physiotherapist

Arrives at the Polyclinic for a pre
sugrical interview.

Lays on the operating table in Lithotomic
position

The nurse measures the vital
signs, orders the lab test and

goes through the patient medical
history.

Performs anamnesis and
explains the surgical procedure

in brief mentioning the risk
factors.

Explains anaesthetic medications
and its effects

Explains physiotherapists role in
post surgical patient care on the

urological ward.

PRE OPERATIVE CARE INTRA OPERATIVE CARE POST OPERATIVE CARE in PACU

Circulating nurse  prepares  the patient for
surgery and the scrub nurse prepares the
instruments. The anaesthesia nurse also

prepares the medication and monitors the
vital signs.

Sits at the remote console and operates a
surgical cart with 6 arms that are docked with

endoscopic instruments.

Induces anathesia and regulates the patients
stability during the surgical procedure.

Wakes up and is moved to Post anathetic care unit
(PACU) for surveillance

The Anathesia nurse give a patient report to the
nurse in PACU. The nurse in PACU monitors the

vitals and  assess pain.

Vistis the patient and assess the patient's
condition.

Documents the surgical procedure vis the
electronic recording system.

POST OPERATIVE CARE UROLOGICAL WARD

Is transported from PACU back to the ward.

Receives the report from PACU nurse. Then
she checks vital signs, assesses pain,

wounds and fluid balance. She educates,
giudes the patient and provides enough

resourcess

Visits the patient the  next morning after
surgery to check on the health condition

of patient.

Also visits the patient during the doctors
round.

Comes the next morning and assists the
patient with excersing that includes, walking,
pelvic execersisng.  They also give patient

education and lend support.

PATIENT DISCHARGE

Patient is prepared for discharge and  leaves
the ward the next day after the surgery.

Gives the documents for the medication and
gives nursing guidance on wound care and use
of catheter. There is also appointments  made

for removal of catheter and check up. The
outcomes on the patients life are also

discussed.

The patient recieves guidance
about fluid and food intake.

learns about pain
management, practices

physical exercise and gets
support from the nurse and

family.

The  QPR process guide programe.
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Description of the guidance for a RALP patient
using the QPR process guide program


